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About This Game

You are a brave space trooper. You are here to destroy a lot of aliens. Your mission is to clear an enemy sector.

If they keep going, fight them as long as you can. There are only a couple thousands of them, so it's not a big deal... probably.

Your company has developed a brand new weapon that absorbs dead enemies' energy and makes you able to kill more and more
of them. And you're so lucky to test it.

You have to return alive to deliver gathered results.

Dead enemies drop some microcircuits (if not damaged) that can be implanted into your ship to improve its durability. They can
also drop some stolen from humans written-off ammunition if they have some.
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Main features:

— 5 playable characters: unlock all of your squad members to exterminate every enemy in your sector.
— Challenging gameplay: not so hard, but not so easy!

— 5 epic boss battles: they want to tear you apart into pieces. But can you outsmart them?
— 12 achievements: you can compete with your friends and be the coolest guy!

— Retro atmosphere: pixel-art visuals, chip sounds and music... all of these brings up some nostalgic feelings... probably.
— Xbox controller support: you obviously should try it if you have one!

Music by Roccow
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Title: Alien Attack: Pocket Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Alien Jellyfish
Publisher:
Alien Jellyfish
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Portuguese,Russian,Japanese,Ukrainian
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love it but keeps crashing!. Buy only if you want to lose money, the music track sucks balls aswell.
Is there a way to remove it?. I can't recommend this game. There's waaaay too much running at the beginning of the game. I feel
like that wasn't play-tested at all. While it's pretty, it's increadibly boring to do all that running at the start. The location of the
ladder vs where you need it is pretty poor design, imo. In addition to all the running, it's dark as hell and increasing the
brightness requires a full reboot of the game.

It also crashed on me, which put me over the edge of requesting a refund.. Excellent action game,this is going to be a great
experience even if you haven't watched the anime but if you did you are going to love this game even more.
Also Sucy is best girl.. Didn't finish The 11th Hour on the 17.Jan.2016

Who are the game developers?
Trilobyte Games (Trilobyte Games[www.trilobytegames.com])

What's the game about?
I have no idea, at this moment.

General feeling after not finishing?
Why did I buy this again? Oh, yeah, I bought a fmv bundle from Humble Bundle and it was included.

Story?
Yes.

Gameplay?
You point and click, as far as I could tell.

Graphics?
Must have been revolutionary for the time, but are now dated and didn't age well.

Sound & Music?
Annoying.

Replayability?
Not for me, no.

Time played?
Around 13 minutes.

I bought this for sentimental reasons. Since I had played it when I was a young man I wanted to relive some of that time. Big
mistake. I do own and love some oldies, like Another World, Castle of Illusion, Day of the Tentacle, Full Throttle, Grim
Fandango, Larry (LSLLLL), ... but this one sits next to the Tex Murphy games and The 7th Guest (I must have bought them in
the same bundle...), as "undesirable"!. For a visual novel, the concept of the visual is actually kinda different from what you
would expect of the famous visual novels.
It feels a lot like a classic sci-fi novel in some sense, specially the images that are used.
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I feel the game is a bit overpriced, tho. In a sale it may be worth it for, at least, half the price.
The game has some bad english, which is not really a problem, but may be annoying for some. The music doesn't help too, it
makes the game a little bit sleepy. But the story has something into it.

Again, this game is for those who are interested in VN, also noting that it is not the usual animelike VN. But, still, you should
probably get it in a sale.
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Not at all happy with Stardock, this should have come with the original game and not be charged extra for it. They have since
released a map pack and this yes only gave three campaigns for the game. DO NOT BUY. it is soo not worth the cost of the
original game plus this. Stardock is fast losing a fanbase due to corporate greed.. That was the brillent game ever. add moar
songs, psyonoix pls. The T Bone car is so amazing.....lol. The first chapter of a witty little story in a world of squares (and
cubes). Really funny!. Not only do half of the items you're searching for require you to click just so (not even in hidden object
segments, but puzzles and even picking things up) but some of the puzzles involve things like being able to distinguish between
four slightly different shades of green while only letting you view one at a time.. My favorite aspect is the unique mechanic of
limited actions. In between rounds, you only have four (later six) eggbirds to build, upgrade, or gain extra resources. While you
can undo immediate actions, you cannot sell or move towers later.

During a round, your only action is to temporarily power up towers, then wait a few seconds for the recharge. This might sound
limited, but especially in later levels, it keeps you busy with quickly deciding when and on which tower to use your power best.

The maps are very open, giving you many different options to figure out the best set up by replaying a level.

The art style is not for me, personally, but also doesn't turn me off.

Overall, the game is all about strategy and planning ahead, which can make it frustrating at first, but more enjoyable on replays.
As a fan of strategy and tower defense games, I love it.. Game is a very cool, definitely a quick fix when you want something
fun to play. Took awhile for me to figure out faster is not always better especially when you have not picked up the shields yet. I
Often ended up flying around the screen like an out of control skier. It was a good thing that the graphics when the ship blew up
were awesome because I sure got to see them a lot.. The concept so far is great, however, there is no real progression. You go
from a relatively easy difficulty to enemies that take multiple hits from your stock weapons in order to kill them. So far, I have
yet to discover how to earn enough credits on one or two missions to enhance my survivability on the third mission. Game
definitely has balance issues, I don't recommend it until the devs get those issues worked out. Looks like another early access
game took me for a ride.

Development clips from this week!:
Hi! Here's a video showcasing some of the things we've been working on this week, enjoy!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrkaXnuLVdE. Country Skin & Decal Pack - Free DLC available now!:

Dear bus drivers,

In order to thank you for your great support and feedback since the game launched we have just released our new Bus
Simulator 18 - Country Skin & Decal Pack in form of a free DLC here on Steam for you!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/886910

Country Skins:
While the stillalive studios developer team is working on the upcoming updates the astragon Entertainment artists created a
number of new wraps for your Mercedes-Benz Citaro K buses for you. This collection of 40 unique bus skins will come handy
if you want to show who you support as you drive through the streets of Seaside Valley.

The list of featured country themes includes: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt, England, France, Germany, Iceland, Iran, Italy, Japan, Morocco, Netherlands,
Nigeria, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Uruguay, USA.
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All these themes are 100% compatible with the Citaro K in-game bus. You can use the skins on all the other buses as well, but
some designs won’t be a perfect fit and there might be some overlaps.

Decal Pack:
We also heard some of you are football/soccer enthusiasts, so we thought that in addition to all the country skins it might be a
good idea to give our fans the chance to customize their in-game buses with a bunch of football/soccer decals.

With these stickers on your bus, everyone will know you’re a football/soccer fan wherever you go in the beautiful city of Seaside
Valley.

The list of featured decals includes: Ball as sun, Ball on fire, Crest 1, Crest 2, Crest 3, Crest 4, Crowd, Fair play, Framed ball,
Goal!!!, Love the game, Love, Oleeeee, Soccer field, Soccer field 2, Soccer shoe, Soccer shoe 2, Soccer player, Soccer pennant,
Score, Stadium, Stars, Scarf, Trophy, Winner fist, and 40 country names in the respective languages.

. Rally Update OUT NOW + Xbox Launch, and Upcoming Price Increase:

The Rally Update. Version 1.28 released:
October version got improved graphics and interface. The small stuff that was considered too low priority until now. Also a new
nameset (Eastern ethnic group).
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- [interface] Top menu icons redone (credits, upkeep, stormtroopers, minerals, food, gas, etc). These were redone by a proper
pixelartist.
- [interface] Scroller up/down icon buttons, close button icon, help button icon redone.
- [interface] Adjusted minimap bottom buttons sizes and position.

- [misc] Eastern ethnic group got a new nameset (Czech-like sounding). This nameset will be put in to courtier random name
generator when Eastern ethnic group is selected (Ethnic Customization option available upon game start).

. New build:
Hi guys,

Just a quick note. I updated the build of this VN to correct a few more spelling errors, and some wonky grammar here and there.
Nothing else was edited/changed.

- ebi x. Update 0.0.77 (Slime lab) (28.04.19)::

 Slime Lab has been added (stage 360+ to buy the recipe, it require a lot of pet food so be sure you got high level perk
on pet food).

 Fix: Perk and exp buttons getting 'stuck' fixed hopefully.

--------------------------Hot fixes since 0.0.76--------------------------

 Improved: Can now enter 1.23e6 or 1.23m style values in the mana input. Short scale only goes to decillion.\nq = quad,
Q = quint, s = sextillion, S = Septillion.

 Improved: Click and hold on perk purchases to buy multiple quickly.
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 Fix: Notifications no longer fade in, it always just looked like a 'glitch'.

 Fix: Can not mix spam if you didn't have enough of the third color in a mix.

 Fix: Alchemy lab tool tips (several small issues).

 Fix: Slime bonus bonus now updates the total and not just the current value (no more 103%/100%).

 Fix: Exp x5 Perk T3 Tooltip showing wrong price is fixed.

. Beta Update #7:
In around two weeks, Monkeys & Dragons is going to be available as Early Access title here on Steam. Meanwhile, I continue
polishing the game!

Features
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